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Abstract
Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is a staple food for over half of the global population. Rice yield is mainly determined by three complex
traits i.e., number of panicles per plant, number of grains per panicle and grain weight which are governed by many genes with
minute effect called quantitative trait loci (QTL). As of now, more than 30 QTLs governing yield and its component traits have
been cloned and molecularly characterized. Stacking of harmonious QTLs/genes into a single elite variety proved to show higher
yields. To this end, in the present study, two strategies have been contemplated to raise the yield ceiling in rice. In the first
strategy, the validated known yield genes would be pyramided into a single elite variety by marker-assisted backcross breeding.
For this, the validation of majority of the yield gene-specific markers from known high yielding varieties has been completed. In
all, 17 markers showed polymorphism with the recurrent parent MTU1010. Using these polymorphic markers as foreground
markers, the BC1F1 plants obtained from MTU1010/MTU3626 (Donor for DEP1, GW5 and GW8) and MTU1010/Swarna
(Donor for GS5 and qSS7) were confirmed for the presence of the yield genes. Later, the confirmed BC 1F1 plants will be
intercrossed to pyramid the yield genes. In the second strategy, the candidate genes for the yield component traits would be
mapped and then pyramided into a single elite variety. To this end, the rice varieties MTU3626 and NLR33892 have been chosen
as donors for grain weight and grain number, respectively and BPT5204, a fine grain variety has been chosen as recurrent variety.
The F2 populations of the crosses BPT5204/ MTU3626 and BPT5204/NLR33892 are being grown in the field. The DNA from 20
plants with extreme phenotype for the targeted traits would be bulk sequenced along with the parents for rapid detection of QTLs
using QTL-seq method. Later, the major QTLs would be introgressed into BPT5204 and evaluated for its yield enhancement.
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